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Freight transport: a carbon-intensive and ‘hard-to-abate’ activity
Pandemic shows magnitude of required change
global energy-related CO2 emissions
other activities

transport 23%

global transport CO2 emissions
passenger

freight 42%

temporary Covid19 impact

freight CO2
-28%

2030 current ambition scenario

freight CO2
-30%

global freight CO2 emissions
other modes

road 67%
EU Smart and Sustainable Mobility Strategy (Dec 2020)

freight transport = 9% of CO2
Based on Smart Freight Centre: https://bit.ly/3jBNPX8

hard sector to decarbonise
Almost total dependence on fossil fuel
High forecast growth rate:
3.3x growth in tonne-kms 2015-2020 (ITF 2019)
CO2 emissions from EU transport to be
reduced by 90% between 2015 and 2050

Developing a Decarbonisation Strategy for Freight Transport
10 C approach
Corporate motivation

Calculate emissions

Consider possible options

Commit to targets

Collaborate with others

Cost evaluation

Carbon offset

Cut emissions

Choose appropriate actions

Calibrate the strategy

corporate motivation
decision-making hierarchy
STRATEGIC

calculating emissions

committing to targets

harmonisation of
measurement and reporting

mismatch between
carbon intensity targets
and absolute targets

production and distribution
infrastructure

zero emission logistics by 2050
COMMERCIAL
configuration of supply chains
OPERATIONAL
scheduling of production and
distribution operations

focus of green
freight programs

https://bit.ly/332rxrf
https://bit.ly/2DFCYMU

https://bit.ly/2QXOS7T

shippers ‘piggybacking’ on carbon reduction
targets of major logistics providers

FUNCTIONAL
day-to-day management of
deliveries

Incentivising smaller
carriers sub-contracted by
larger logistics providers
To measure, report and
reduce Scope 3 emissions
https://bit.ly/2R7kHLf

pushing out the system boundary (SB)
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Consider possible options
1. Reduce the Carbon Content of Freight Transport Energy
2. Increase Energy Efficiency of Freight Transport
3. Optimise the Utilisation of Vehicle Capacity

4. Shift Freight to Lower Carbon Transport Modes
5. Reduce the Amount of Freight Movement

Logistics System Design / Supply Chain Restructuring

total vehicle-kms

Freight Modal Shift
Vehicle Routing and Scheduling
Vehicle Loading
Driving
Vehicle Maintenance
Vehicle
Technology
Alternative
Fuels

total
emissions

emissions per
vehicle-km

Marginal Abatement Cost (MAC) analysis for
decarbonisation of articulated trucks in the UK by 2040
Source: Greening et al (2019)
https://bit.ly/2OnxOX0

cost evaluation of freight decarbonisation options

economic trajectory to full decarbonisation
net CO2 and cost savings

PHASE 1
low hanging fruit

negative / zero
mitigation costs

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

rebound

austerity

positive and rising
mitigation costs

high
mitigation
costs

Adapted from Tavasszy (2014)
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Decarbonising Road Freight Transport in Europe by 2050
Leveraging key freight parameters to achieve a 90% reduction in CO2 emissions
80%

Scenario 1
transfer 30% of road tonne-kms to rail
80% reduction in carbon intensity of rail freight

70%

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

60%

heavier reliance
on switch to low
carbon energy

50%
40%
30%

+
25% improvement in efficiency of truck routeing

20%
10%
0%

+
30% increase in loading of laden trucks

+

EU road tkm reference scenario

30% reduction in empty running of trucks

+

2025 peak

50% increase in truck energy efficiency

+

2035 peak

BAU trend (with constant carbon intensity)
160
151
143

134
126

117
109
100

97

95
77

60% drop in carbon content of truck energy

57

28% more accumulated
CO2 emissions by 2050

56
36
16

90% reduction in carbon intensity
2015

2020

2025

BAU

2030

2035

2035 peak

2040

2045

2025 peak

2050

Global variations in growth of road freight emissions and decarbonisation rates
current ambition scenarios for 2030 and 2050
https://bit.ly/31slD2p

projected reduction in carbon intensity of road freight transport
tonnes CO2 per vehicle-km
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Main growth in road freight emissions in regions with
much slower decarbonisation rate than the EU

1. Cut the Carbon Content of Freight Transport Energy

zero carbon energy options
short haul road
battery
hydrogen

long haul road
rail
shipping airfreight
battery
catenary ammonia biofuel
hydrogen
battery hydogen synfuel
catenary
hydrogen methanol battery
biogas
battery
synfuel
wind

uncertainty

disagreement

lobbying

typical life-spans (years)
van
5-7

truck
10-15

locomotive
25-30

wide
global variations in carbon intensity of
International variation in carbon intensity of electricity generation
grid electricity and rates at which it is declining

Source: International Energy Agency (2019)

ship
30

plane
30

Total electricity demand forecast to increase 60% by 2040
competing demands for low –carbon electricity

slow transition to low carbon fleets
coordinating the development of transport and energy
infrastructures with the manufacture of new low carbon
vehicles and operators’ fleet replacement cycles.

electric cars increase from 3 million
today to 300 million by 2040
switch from fossil fuel heating to
electric heating in homes
increases domestic electricity
demand by 45% by 2040
+ huge growth in air conditioning
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Intensifying debate over truck powertrain technologies / energies

Battery Electric
BEV

Hydrogen Fuel Cell
FCEV

Synfuel

Case study: TCO of long-haul truck in Germany

Catenary Electric
CAT

Biogas
hybrids
https://bit.ly/3jqrtrz

https://bit.ly/3jlbBX0

https://pwc.to/2HjH9Qe

comparative studies of powertrain technologies use differing criteria and assumptions
great uncertainty e.g. about future rates and costs of electricity decarbonisation and infrastructure development
major European truck manufacturers have differing powertrain plans

Electrification of Road Freight Transport
local delivery operations

Cost of lithium ion battery pack
$ per kilowatt-hour
800
400

• increasing delivery range

• narrowing price differential
• expanding recharging networks

battery power
Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance

long distance trucking
disagreement on weight, size recharging time for batteries

Sripad & Visvanathan, McKinsey etc
10-12 tonnes for US Class 8 truck
400 kW per hour charging time

4-6 tonnes for US Class 8 truck
900-1600 kW per hour
* Energy Transitions Commission

battery power

Bossel, Cebon etc
energy losses so high never likely
to be viable option

hydrogen fuel-cell truck

Tesla, ETC, PwC etc

Hydrogen as the
energy carrier of low
carbon electricity

IDDRI, ETC* etc
despite high energy losses, still
viable decarbonisation option

3rd option: electrify the road network
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Highway electrification: the e-Highway

60% of heavy truck CO2 emissions in
Germany occur on only 2% of road network

89% of truck trips after leaving highway
have a length of 50km or less.
Source: Siemens

smaller, lighter batteries for short feeder trips

BDI / Boston Consulting Group / Prognos study:
Recommends that 4000-8000 km of German autobahn network be electrified (out of 13000 km)

Capital cost of highway electrification: around €2.5 – 3.0 million per km (one lane in both directions)
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Slow Diffusion of Low Carbon Truck Powertrain Technology into Less Developed Countries?

• development of battery charging / gas fuelling networks
• decarbonisation of electricity grid
• grid capacity for truck charging
• construction e-highway infrastructure
• availability of hydrogen and biogas supply
• affordability of low carbon vehicles
• import market for these vehicles
transformation of global market and supply chain in used trucks?
surge in exports of used
ICE trucks as Europe and
North America switch to
low carbon vehicles

depresses price of ICE trucks
in LDCs– discouraging to
switch low carbon vehicles

little incentive in LDCs to
prepare infrastructure for
low carbon trucks

longer life of low carbon
trucks will delay their export
as used vehicles to LDCs

scarcity of materials and reliance
on recycling will discourage export
of used batteries and fuel cells

2. Increase the Energy Efficiency of Freight Movement

longer term

short term

uptake of new technologies

retrofitting fuel saving devices
vehicle operation: IT , training, monitoring

platooning

automation

eco-driver training

fuel economy standards: applied to trucks and ships
57

-15%
48

EU fuel / CO2
standards for
new trucks

-30%
40

penalties per vehicle
sold for noncompliance
per gCO2 / tkm

telematic monitoring

enhanced vehicle maintenance
changes to business practice: e.g. deceleration
trucking

2025-2029
€4250
post 2030
€6800

2019

2025

2030

fuel savings from
slow steaming

EEDI ship efficiency ratings

‘aspirational’ 2% per annum
fuel efficiency improvement
for aviation

Wider case for freight transport deceleration ?

Reducing empty running

EU (2016)

20% (Eurostat)

US (2016)

21% (ATRI)

3. Optimise the Utilisation of Freight Capacity

Relaxing truck size and weight constraints

Lack of statistics to monitor trends
in vehicle utilisation and to assess
potential CO2 savings

Latin America 30-50% (IDB)
•
•

only weight-based data available
very little volumetric data

Load consolidation cuts truck-kms, fuel use,
emissions, accidents and labour demands

over-loading

under-loading

Net CO2 savings even after allowance
made for modal shift and induced traffic
http://bit.ly/3ie2vg0

Supply chain collaboration
e.g. Nestle and Pepsico in Benelux
kg CO2 / tonne of product

43.8
kg CO2 / tonne of product

Source: Montreuil, 2012

20.3
source: Jacobs et al (2014)

Deep decarbonisation needs greater sharing of logistics assets

Source: ALICE
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Long term contribution of Physical Internet to road freight decarbonisation

Impact of ICT developments / digitalisation on carbon intensity of freight transport
Online freight procurement and optimisation
Upgrading of web platforms and software tools

Smart road infrastructure

Advances in vehicle routeing and scheduling
Big data, predictive analytics etc

https://bit.ly/2kJXWR6

Data pooling
cloud computing, software-as-a-service
Intelligent connected vehicles

Internet of things
Consignment-level visibility and connectivity

Supply chain applications of Blockchain

combined impact on road
freight CO2 emissions ?

4. Shift Freight to Lower Carbon Transport Modes
Decarbonizing Fuel
4%

average carbon intensity of freight transport modes: gCO2 / tonne-km

Port Decarbonization
7%

Data source: DEFRA (2017)

Improve vehicle
utilisation
4%

% of Nationally Determined
Contribution statements
specifying green freight
measures

Electrification of
Freight Rail
7%

Freight Mode Shift
48%

modal shift
Fuel Economy
Improvement
15%

No Specific Measure
15%

EU28 freight modal split 2012-2017: % of tonne-kms

analysis by Sudhir Gota

• few countries have managed to reverse long term decline in railfreight share
• decline in rail’s fossil fuel traffic – difficult to replace with other commodities
• carbon intensity of road freight falling faster than that of rail freight

74.5%

74.8%

Source: Eurostat (2020)

74.8%

75.3%

76.2%

76.7%

strategic intermodal corridors

synchromodal scheduling

5. Reduce the Amount of Freight Movement
additive manufacturing / 3D printing
Share economy:

Ownership to multiple useage

Circular economy:
Increase recycling and remanufacturing

new technologies and
wider applications

• streamlining supply chains

Design products with less material:

• localising production

miniaturisation, lightweighting

• reducing material requirements and waste

Digitisation of physical products:

?

convert freight consignments into electrons
Logistics and Transport Focus (Oct 2018)
https://bit.ly/35DTQNV
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Future drivers of freight transport demand?
excluded from freight forecasting models
afforestation / rewilding

direct air capture

negative emissions

Impact on
freight traffic

Bio-energy + carbon capture and storage
BECCS

geo-engineering

relocate

adaptation and
population
resettlement

protect

accommodate

Adapted from GTZ, 2011

Source: Malo, 2017

climate-induced
disruption
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